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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 1/40
Item ID: R6073
EAN: 8435350741877
Size: 60 x 110 x 95 mm
Weight: 220 g

Recommended price

349 SEK

Gain ultimate control over your home appliances with our innovative product - the WOOX Smart Dual
Plug. Its dual-port design not only allows you to operate two devices simultaneously but also ensures
flexibility with individual or group control. Compatible with both Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa,
enjoy remote and voice-controlled accessibility, anywhere and anytime.

Dual Port Design
Voice Control
No Need for Hub
Remote Access
Scheduling and Vacation Mode

Dual Port Design
The WOOX Smart Dual Plug is engineered with a 2-in-1 smart design that equips you with two power
sockets using just one wall socket or extension socket. Its unique design ensures that each socket can
be operated individually or in groups, amplifying the simplicity of power control.

Voice Control
Step up your smart home game with voice commands made possible with Amazon Alexa and Google
Assistant. The WOOX Smart Dual Plug integrates seamlessly with these virtual assistants, allowing you
to operate your devices with just your voice!

No Need for Hub
Our Smart Dual Plug operates with any 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi router, eliminating the need for a separate hub or
a paid subscription service. Simplicity combined with sophistication makes this product a staple for
smart homes.

Remote Access
Vacation or work travel, never worry about leaving appliances running again. With the WOOX Smart
Dual Plug, control your home appliances from anywhere across the globe using your tablet or
smartphone, combined with the free WOOX Home app.

Scheduling and Away Mode
Customize your device schedules according to your needs. Either power your appliances on and off
automatically or at different times to create the illusion of someone being home - all with Vacation Mode
feature.

Package includes:

1x R7060 WiFi Dual Smart Plug 
1x Multi-language manual 

Product Specifications:

Wi-Fi: 2.4GHz only, no hub required
Power: Max 16A / socket
Input: AC 230V, 50/60Hz
Max Power: 3680W
Voice Control: Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant
App Control: WOOX Home app
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